1. A number of papers discussing the spectral decomposition and eigenfunction expansion for partial differential operators appeared in the last few years. In this note we investigate an eigenfunction expansion for the operator P(D)+q (x) where P(D) is a linear homogeneous elliptic partial differential operator with constant coefficients. Detailed proofs of the results will appear elsewhere.
1. A number of papers discussing the spectral decomposition and eigenfunction expansion for partial differential operators appeared in the last few years. Browder [l] , [2] , [3] , [4], Gârding [5] and Mautner [12 ] proved the existence of an abstract eigenfunction expansion for elliptic partial differential operators. In 1953 A. Ya. Povzner [13] considered the detailed spectral decomposition of -A-\-q(x). This was completed by T. Ikebe [6] who used the theory of wave operators as developed by Kato [8] and Kuroda [10] , [ll] .
In this note we investigate an eigenfunction expansion for the operator P(D)+q (x) where P(D) is a linear homogeneous elliptic partial differential operator with constant coefficients. Detailed proofs of the results will appear elsewhere.
2. The Euclidean w-space will be denoted by R n or M n with elements x=(xu • -• , x n ) or k=(ki> • • • , k n ) respectively. ff(x)dx denotes integration with respect to Lebesgue measure. We set
Let P(x) be a homogeneous elliptic polynomial, i.e. P(x)jâqx| 2p where 2p is the order of P(x). 
whenever the strong limits exist. W± are the wave operators.
For the sake of simplicity we will use the notation HQ = P(D) and H~Ho+Q where Q is the operator of multiplication by q(x) in U(R n ). in (a, b) . Moreover, the spectrum of H in (a, b) is absolutely continuous.
(
ii) For fG(P b -P a )L 2 (R n ), we can define the generalized Fourier transform ƒ" (k) CzL 2 (M n ) off as follows f*(k) = (2TT)-^2 l.i.m. f [F(x, k)]~f(x)dx where F(x, k) is uniformly continuous and bounded on R
with \\f\\=\\f\\.
Part (v) of Theorem 2 shows that the spectral decomposition we obtained is actually an eigenfunction expansion. This is clear if we note that F(x, k) is a weak solution of the elliptic partial differential equation
The following result is suggested by Theorem 2.
THEOREM 3. H acting in (P b -P a )L 2 (R n ) is unitarily equivalent to HQ acting in (E b -E a )L 2 (R n ). To be precise we have
where * denotes the inverse of a partially isometric operator.
Next we show if q(x) is sufficiently restricted P(D)+Q has no singular points in (0, + oo). This is proved by assuming that (s) has a solution ƒ ££. Then we estimate the integral and obtain a uniform bound on ƒ(#), which when repeated shows that ƒ(x) =0.
To investigate the singular points in the rest of this note we restrict the discussion to P ( Using this lemma and Greene theorem we obtain THEOREM 
Let ƒ G 3 fo a solution of the homogeneous integral equation (r). Then f (x) is an L% eigenfunction of Jï=(-A) p +q(x).
The above lemma generalizes the well-known "radiation" condition 
